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Press Release
No, the CAP proposal is not a greenwashing exercise!
How can anyone claim that the CAP approved by the European Parliament this week represents
greenwashing, when it means that European farmers and agri-cooperatives will have to rise to
the following challenges:


Allocating 30% of their support to eco-schemes, dedicated not only to the environment
and climate but als o including further improvements to animal welfare - which goes
beyond the original proposal made by the Commission.



Making viable progress through eco-schemes regarding actions concerning the climate,
reduction of greenhous e gas emis s ions , enhancing carbon s eques tration, improving
water quality, reducing s oil eros ion, reducing emis s ions , improving and protecting
biodivers ity, reducing the us e of plant protection products , improving animal welfare,
the nutrient management plan, improving animal and plant diversity and maintenance
of wetlands and peatlands amongst others.



Dedicating 10% of arable land to non-productive landscape elements that are beneficial
to biodivers ity. Only half of this target will receive s upport through eco-s chemes and
agri-environmental climate meas ures , the other half will be mandatory for all farmers ,
without further support.



Receiving les s s upport for areas with natural cons traints – a vital part of rural areas –
which only remain viable, socially vibrant and preserved through CAP funding.



Maintaining permanent grassland on national, regional, sub-regional and holding levels
with a maximum variation of 5% (without further support).



Effectively protecting wetlands and peatlands (without further support).



Implementing crop rotation without cons ideration of farm s ize, permanent crops and
crops grown underwater (without further support).



Implementing new s tatutory management requirements for water policy, for animal
diseases and for sustainable use of pesticides (without further support).

How can anyone who has real in-the-field experience s ay that this is nothing, that this is
upholding the status quo? If this CAP had not been supported by the European Parliament, no
progress would have been made in the years to come! In spite of all the criticism, in spite of the
complexity brought about by climate change, in spite of the low incomes, in spite of the severe
impacts of Covid-19 and the upcoming Brexit deal – at the end of the day the reality is that
farmers are constantly increasing their efforts.
With all due res pect for certain activis ts , mos t of which have never experienced the reality of
farming on the ground, we will continue to defend with determination a trans ition that
reconciles agricultural production and environmental cons ervation for millions of EU farmers .
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The messages and the incredible amount of mis information on s ocial media and in the pres s
agains t the farming community have (deliberately) overs tepped many limits , and we will
respond to them in due time. Despite all the pressure and intimidations, MEPs have assumed a
responsible position that will soon allow farmers to work within a clear framework and provide
the s tability neces s ary for them to plan ahead, inves t and res pond to s ocietal demands while
earning a living for themselves and their families.

-END-

Translations in DE, ES ,FR, IT, PL will soon be available on the Copa-Cogeca website.
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